This paper is to study the spatiality of unbounded derivations in operator algebras. Let ^ be a von Neumann algebra (C*-algebra) on a Hubert space © and δ be an unbounded derivation in -^C In this paper, extending δ to a derivation δ of ~^ into a certain space of unbounded operators, we study the spatiality of δ by investigating the property of δ.
ATSUSHI INOUE, SCHOICHI OTA AND JUN TOMIYAMA
The second purpose of this paper is to show (Theorem 4.15 ) that if ^€ has certain property (Definition 4.2) and 3f is countably dominated by {T n } of closed operators r}^' then δ is a spatial *-derivation of ^Jt into 2* Spaces of unbounded operators* Let © be a Hubert space with inner product (|) and let S be a dense subspace of ©. We denote by £f (^ ©) (resp. ^(2$, ©)) the space of all (resp. closable) linear operators of 3ί into © and by £f\Z&, ©) the space of operators A in JZf (& f We consider the locally convex topology t {Tn) on 3F generated by DERIVATIONS OF OPERATOR ALGEBRAS 391 family of the seminorms || \\ Tn ( n -^, 1, 2, •)• Suppose that {ξ k } is a Cauchy sequence in (£&, t {Tn) ).
Then we have lim || f* -£, || = 0 and lim || T n ξ k -T n ξ t || = 0 k l-*oo k.l^oo for n -1, 2, .
Since T n is a closed operator, it follows that x e J3τ(T n ) and lim fc _oo T n ξ k = T n x for n = l,2,-. Hence we have xGfXz= 1 &r(T n ) = &r and lim^oo T n ξ k = T w # for % = 1, 2, . This implies that (&, t {τ%] ) is a Frechet space.
Suppose Se^*(^,©). We show that the graph of S:G(S) = {(ζy Sξ); ξe^} is closed in (£^, t {Tn) ) x @. Suppose that a sequence {<£», Sf n >} in G(S) converges to an element <£, y> of ^ x ©. It then follows that ξ Λ -ςe&, lim w _ \\ξ n -ί|| -0 and lim M _ \\S(ξ n -ξ) -(2/ -Sξ) || = 0. Since S is closable, we have y -Sξ. This implies that G(S) is closed in {j3ί, t {τ%) ) x ©. By the closed graph theorem it follows that the map S: (£&, t {τ%] ) -> © is continuous. Hence there exist a number n and a constant 7 > 0 such that IISfll ^TllT.ίH for all ςe&.
Therefore, SeSK^. This implies that £f*(&, ®) = U^=oSK* % . DEFINITION 2.3. Let 2f be a dense subspace in a Hubert space ©. If there exists a sequence {TJ of closed operators in © such that 3f -Π^i^ΓJ and || Γ^ || ^ || Γ H+1 f|| for all f e^ and n -1,2, ••-, then ^ is said to be countably dominated by {TJ. If there exists a sequence {SJ in £?\&, ©) such that &\3r, ©) = USU3K!. and ||S M f|| ^ \\S n^ξ || for all f 6^ and n = 1, 2, ••-, then ) is said to be countably dominated by {SJ.
REMARK.
(1) Lemma 2.2 implies that if a pre-Hilbert space 3f is countably dominated then Sf\^, ©) is also countably dominated.
(2) It will be seen, by a simple calculation, that if Û ϊU5K^ for S. 6 =^# (^r) Ξ &*{3F, Ξf){n = 1, 2, •), then is countably dominated.
Let S be a dense subspace of a Hubert space ©. We now introduce some locally convex topologies on £f\&, ©). We put
where A e £f{j3f, ©), ξ e & and x e ©. The locally convex topology on J5?(3f y ©) generated by the seminorms {P*,*( ); f, ^6^} (resp. {•?*,.(•); ξ£&, xe®}, {P f ( );f e^}) is said to be the weak topology (resp. quasi-weak topology, strong topology) and is simply denoted by if (resp. tf w , tf).
Let ©oo be the Hubert direct sum of the Hubert spaces ® w = ®(n = 1, 2, ) and let and βo ;ξ.e& for n = 1, 2, || Aζ n || 2 < oo for all A e
We set
where A e &\3r, @), {ζ n } e &*>{&) and {x n } e &". We equip \, ) with the locally convex topology £X,(resp. tf σv , tf s ) induced by the seminorms {P {^,^} ( ); {f }, {7.}6^c.(S)} (resp. {P u%} ,^}(.); {f J 6 oo(^), K}6®oo}, {P {^} (O;{fJe^(^)}). The topology ίf w (resp. tfow, tfs) is said to be the <τ-weak topology (resp. quasi-o -weak topology, σstrong topology) on .Sf\&, ©).
We next define the uniform topology and the quasi-uniform topology. A subset SK of 2f is said to be ^-bounded if sup II Aξ || < oo for each
We then define where 9ft is ^-bounded and AG^*(^, ©). The locally convex topology generated by the seminorms {P»( ); SK is ^-bounded} (resp. {P ro ( ); SOΐ is ^-bounded}) is said to be the uniform topology (resp. quasi-uniform topology) on ^f*(&, ©) and is simply denoted by if (resp. tf u ).
We next define the ^-topology and λ-topology on Sf\2$, ©). For each T e £?%&, ©) we put where (λ/0) =00 for λ > 0 and 0/0 = 0, and
Then it is easily seen that %l* Γ is a normed space equipped with the norm p τ ( ) and £f*(£&, ©) = Ure^*^,^*-The inductive limit topology on J*f*(£&, ©) with respect to the normed spaces {(SXi*, p τ ('))l Γe^*^,®)} (resp. {(W τ , || || Γ ); Te£f\&, ©)}) is said to be thê -topology (resp. λ-topology) on £f\£&, ©) and is denoted by tf (resp. tf). Now one may easily see the following lemma by the definitions of the topologies.
LEMMA 2.4. The relation among the topologies introduced here are as follows:
where the symbols τ x ^ τ 2> τ 2 ^ ZΊ, Λl l α^ώ VII mβα^ the topology τ 2 is ,/ϊ^βr ίfeα^ ίfcβ topology τ x .
REMARK. The topologies tf and tf u (resp. the topologies tf and if) on .Sf*(i^, ©) are generalizations of the uniform topology and quasi-uniform one (resp. the p-topology and λ-topology) introduced by G. Lassner [8] (resp. D. Arnal and J. P. Jurzak [1] ), for an unbounded operator algebra respectively. We denote by t u (resp. ί w , t $ , t σw , t σs ) the usual uniform (resp. weak, strong, o -weak, σ-strong) topology on ^(©). The relations between the topologies on ^((S) are as follows: t% = t® u = t® -t® = t u , tZ -t® w = t w , tf -t s , t® w -t % aw -t σw and ί? β = t σ8 .
LEMMA 2.5. Suppose that £?*{&, ©) is countably dominated by {T n } and %l is a subset of £?*(£&, ©). Then the following statements are equivalent:
(1) yi is tf-bounded; ( 2) ^l is tf-bounded; Proof. This is proved in the same way as in ( [13 
ίfcere exists a number n and a constant y > 0 swcfo that fΓJ)£|| /or α« Ae9ϊ
, then the statements (1)~ (4) are equivalent to the following statements (5) and (6): ( 5 ) 31 is tf-bounded; ( 6 ) 31. is tfabounded.
Proof. Since tf ^ tf u and tf ^ tf s , one can see the implications (4) => (1), (1) => (2) and (1)=> (3). We show the implication (3)=> (4). Suppose that the statement (4) is not true. Then there exists a sequence {A n } in 9^ and a sequence {ξ n } of nonzero elements of 2$ such that 
< oo .
This means yeJi,^). Furthermore, we have
This contradicts that 31 is έg-bounded. This comqletes the proof of the implication (3) => (4). The implication (2) =* (4) is proved in the same way as in ([13] Lemma 2.2).
If 3f -C\τe&*{i2,*)^r(T), the equivalence of the statements (1)( 6) follows from ([1] Proposition 1.6).
3* Extension of derivations* Let Λ€ be a C*-algebra (or a von Neumann algebra). A linear map δ: £P(δ) a^£ -• ^s£ is said to be a ^-derivation in ^€ if it satisfies the following conditions:
(1) the domain £P(δ) of δ is a dense *-subalgebra of ^^(i.e., &(δ) is norm-dense if Λ€ is a C*-algebra, and weak-dense if Λ€ is a von Neumann algebra);
We begin with the following lemma. LEMMA £f(22f, ©) , τ 2 ), where τ x and τ 2 are topologies on ^â nd ^f{3^y ©) respectively, then it is said to be (τ x -> τ 2 )-continuous.
Let ^ be a unital C*-algebra acting on a Hubert space © and let d be a ^-derivation in ^ with domain &(δ). If there exists a dense sub space £& of © such that ^ 3f (Z.&Ϊ and δ is a continuous map of (&(δ), t u ) into (^C tf u ) f then δ is extended to a continuous linear map δ of
We also have the following result: We now give some examples of quasi-bounded ^-derivations. If there exists a closed operator ϊty^f' and a constant 7 > 0 such that | | JH£ || <^ τ|| Tξ || for all <J e &{T) 9 then δ is extended to a quasi-bounded ^-derivation δ of ^f into j^*(^(T), ©). 2. Let ^£i be a von Neumann algebra on a Hubert space © έ and let δ έ be a bounded *-derivation on ^J(i = 1, 2, •)• Let ^*f be a direct sum of the von Neumann algebras ^J and let © be the direct sum of the Hubert spaces ©<. We define = IA = (A,) 6 Π c^C; . A* ^ 0 for only finite coordinates [ , Then δ is a ^-derivation in ^ with the weakly dense domain but it is not generally bounded. However, δ is (ί w -> i^)-continuous (and (ί.->tf), (ί.->ίf), (t u -^tf u ), (t u^t f), (ί β ->*f)-continuous), wherê = {(ξ.) e © f t ^ 0 for only finite coordinates} .
Putting where HδJI is the norm of δ t and I t is the identity operator on ® if we have \\δ(A)ς\\^\\A\\\\Tξ\\ for each Ae^(δ)
and fe^.
Hence, δ is extended to a quasi-bounded ^-derivation of ^^ into 2K^.
Let δ be a (t u -> tξ )-continuous * -derivation of Λ€ intô \3ϊ, &)). If δ(^T) is a finite dimensional subspace of ) 9 then δ is a quasi-bounded ^-derivation of ^/ί into £f\3f, ©). 4. Let δ be a ^-derivation in a C*-algebra ^f acting on a Hubert space ©. If there exists a densely defined closed operator T on © such that ^TJ^(T) c ^(T) and δ is (t w -> ίf % (Γ) )-continuous (or (t u -> if (r) )-continuous), then δ is extended to a quasi-bounded -derivation of ^£ into ^f\&(T), ©). This follows immediately from Lemma 2.2.
As a slight generalization of Example 3.6, 4 we have the following result: LEMMA 
Let & be a countably dominated subspace in a Hubert space © by a sequence {T n } of closed operators on ©. // δ is a (t u -> tf u )-continuous (or (t u -+tf), (t w ->tf w ), (t σw ->tf σw ), (t 8 -*tf), (t σs -> tf s )-continuous) ^-derivation of ^ into £f\3r, ©), then δ is quasi-bounded.

Proof. Suppose that δ is (t u -> ^-continuous. By the continuity of δ, δ(^£i) is a bounded subset of (£?*(&, @), tf u )
, where ^ is the unit ball of ^. It then follows from Lemma 2.4 that δ(^C) is a bounded subset of the normed space $Jlf +]Tnl for some n. This implies that δ is quasi-bounded. 4* The spatiality of quasi-bounded ^-derivations* Throughout this section we may assume that 3f is a dense subspace of a Hubert space © and ^ is a unital C*-algebra with ^€^ c ^. Let δ be a quasi-bounded ^-derivation of ^f into £f\3f, ©), i.e., there exists an element T of &\3T, ©) such that f^e ^(©) and <5C^C) is a bounded subset of the normed space 9K£. Proof. Let ίϊ' be the convex hull of ^. Then ^' and ($')* are bounded in SKJ. Hence we may assume that ί£ is convex. We first show that Q is a bounded subset of the normed space SKJ.. By the boundedness of ίϊ and $* there exists a constant 7 > 0 such that τ and ||A # || Γ^7 for all AeS. For each SeQ there is a net {A a } in $ which converges to S with respect to the topology tf w . It then follows that for each ξe£& and xe®
\(Sξ\x)\=\im\(A a ξ\x)\
so that ||S|| Γ ^ 7. Furthermore, for each ξ,η£& we have
Hence, ηe&(S*).
Thus we have SeSKf-and ||S|| Γ ^ 7. We show that O is a ^-compact subset of 9K£. In fact, {0ff) r = {Xe & τ *; \\X\\ ^ 7} is weakly compact, and so Lemma 4.2 implies that )r) is ίfL-compact in TO*. Since Π is a £fL-closed subset of )r)f it follows that Q is a ^ζ-compact subset of Ίflτ.
Notation.
Let ® δ be a set {*7*<5(*7);t/e^C} and let O δ be the ί^-closed convex hull of ® δ in Proof. We consider the locally convex space <%? -{£?\2& y ©), tf). By Lemma 4.1 we have σ(βf, <%f*) = tf wt and hence it follows from Lemmas 4.4, 4.5 that Q δ is a weakly compact subset of <%f and G δtT is a noncontracting semigroup of weakly continuous afϊine maps of £ί δ into Q,. By Ryll-Nardzewski's fixed point theorem [9] there exists an element S o of Q δ such that [5] We next examine the spatiality of derivations of ^ into when T-ηΛ ' (or Tη^f) .
Suppose that δ is a derivation of ^ into 3ft*, where T e and T^e^i®).
We set 
